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A B S T R A C T

Development of low cost, environmental friendly and noble metal free catalyst materials with excellent
performance is essential for commercialization. In fact, this is the need of the day too. Herein, we report a facile
microwave irradiation method for the synthesis of novel RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 cathode catalysts for the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) in alkaline medium. The structural and morphological features of synthesized
materials are fully examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM). The chemical composition and elemental analysis of the catalyst is investigated
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Raman spectroscopy techniques.
Efficiency of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst material for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in 0.1 M KOH is
reported. The activity of catalyst is determined by linear sweep voltammogram (LSV) and rotating disk electrode
(RDE) measurements in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte. RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst exhibits higher ORR
activity than RGO, ZnWO4, RGO/ZnWO4 and its electrocatalytic performance is comparable to Pt/C material and
is superior to it in stability and methanol tolerance. Further, it is determined that process follows a direct four
electron reaction pathway. These combined results strongly signpost that RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 composite can
function as an economic noble metal free ORR cathode catalyst for energy applications.

1. Introduction

In this era of energy crisis and global warming, development of
technologies to create safe, cost effective, green, sustainable and highly
efficient energy resources have become crucial [1]. Fuel cell technology
is one of the best alternative energy sources which can convert chemical
energy into electrical energy because it has high power density and is
free from pollution [1]. Electrocatalyst for ORR is crucial in adjusting
the performance of fuel cells and metal air batteries because ORR is
lethargic in nature [2–4]. The existing platinum based materials are
highly efficient ORR catalysts for the commercial fuel cells. However,
high cost, less durability and intolerance to the crossover effect makes it
difficult to be used for mass production [5]. Hence developing various
nonprecious metal free electrocatalysts with cheap and high activity for
ORR have been regarded as a great challenge in the field of fuel cells
[3,6].

Recently, emerging platinum-free electrocatalysts for ORR including
carbon materials, transition metal oxides, and metal chalcogenides
have gained enormous interest in the scientific community. Especially,
carbon materials have been a promising noble metal-free electrocata-

lysts for ORR, because of a large number of active sites and high
conductivity. Carbon based materials such as carbon nanotube and
graphene are unique candidates for electrochemical applications in
supercapacitors, sensors, catalysts, and fuel cells etc. [7–10]. Graphene,
a single layer of carbon atoms, covalently bonded into a hexagonal
lattice, is suitable for electrochemical processes because of its excellent
electrical properties and theoretically ultrahigh specific surface area
[11,12]. The addition of certain transition metals or metal oxides to the
graphene materials can improve the ORR activity compared to the
benchmark platinum catalyst due to synergistic effect between metal
and carbon materials [6,13,14].

In this respect, a broad range of an alternative catalyst based on
non-precious metals or metal oxides such as, Fe, Co, Fe2O3, Fe3O4,
Co3O4, NiO and ZnO have been considered in the past [6,13–16].
Among these potential materials, Fe3O4 can be used as a potential ORR
catalyst for alkaline fuel cells due to its high efficiency, low cost, eco-
friendliness and natural abundance. The metal tungstate family is an
essential group of inorganic materials with applications in many fields
because of high oxidation state of the tungsten atom [17–20]. This
family of compounds can crystallize in either scheelite or wolframite
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structure [20]. ZnWO4 has significantly improved the performance in
lithium ion batteries, because both zinc and tungsten are electroche-
mically active metals with respect to lithium metal. Hence, ZnWO4 can
be a promising electrode material for electrochemical applications.

In this context, we recently reported the preparation of novel noble
metal free graphene based ZnWO4/Fe3O4 ternary nanocomposites with
excellent efficiency as catalyst for photodegradation of dyes and
nitrophenol reductions [21,22]. Inspired by this, we investigated the
performance of the catalyst for ORR. The composite shows high activity
as electrocatalyst compared to the individual components of the
composite. Furthermore, it exhibits high stability and excellent metha-
nol tolerance compared to 20 wt% Pt/C in alkaline medium. This is also
the first report on ternary composite RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 as a catalyst
material for the ORR.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Graphite flakes, zinc acetate, iron acetate and Nafion were pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium tungstate, potassium permanga-
nate, potassium hydroxide, ammonia, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid,
hydrogen peroxide, ethylene glycol and ethanol were purchased from
Merck Chemicals Ltd. 20 wt% Pt/C catalyst was purchased from E-Tek.
All the chemicals were used without further purification. All solutions
were prepared using de-ionized (DI) water.

2.2. Synthesis of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposites

GO was synthesized from graphite flakes by using previously
reported procedure [22]. RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposite was
synthesized by a one-step microwave irradiation method. GO
(24.25 mg) was dispersed in ethylene glycol (48.5 mL) under ultrasonic
treatment for about 30 min. 0.05 M (50 mL) of zinc acetate solution and
0.01 M (50 mL) iron acetate solution (in ethanol and water) was added
to the above solution. Then 0.05 M (50 mL) sodium tungstate solution
was slowly added to the reaction mixture under stirring. Ammonia
solution (10 mL) was also slowly added to the above reaction mixture
under stirring. The pH of the solution was maintained at 9.0. After
30 min of stirring, the reaction mixture was treated with microwave
irradiation at 350 W for 10 min. The blackish precipitate was collected
and washed with DI water and ethanol (10%) several times. Finally, the
obtained powder was dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 12 h.

2.3. Characterization

The structural and morphological features of the as-synthesized
samples were studied using TEM (Tecnai G20) operating at 200 kV and
HRTEM (Tecnai) operating at 120 kV, respectively. To determine the
crystal structure of the synthesized materials, XRD (Rigaku
Corporation, Japan) analysis was performed using nickel-filtered Cu
Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm). The scan rate was set to 2° min−1 for a
2θ range of 5°–70°. The physical properties and elemental composition
of the materials were examined using XPS. The XPS analysis was carried
out with Multilab 2000 Thermo Scientific (UK) X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer. Mg Kα X-ray (1253.6 eV) with 200 W power was used as
the exciting source and 10 eV energy pass was used for data collection.
The energy analyzer employed was a hemispherical analyzer of
150 mm diameter and 10−10 mbar vacuum was maintained during
the analysis. Experimental data was curve fitted using Shirley back-
ground with a Gaussian and Lorentzian mix product function. Raman
spectra were measured by Laser Raman microscope (Renishaw) with a
532.8 nm excitation laser from He-Ne source.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical experiments were performed using IVIUM instru-
ment in a standard three-electrode cell set up at room temperature
(25 ± 1 °C). A glassy carbon (GC), platinum and Ag/AgCl (in saturated
KCl solution) served as working, counter and reference electrode. All
the potential values reported in this work were referenced to that of
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE), according to the following
relation:

E = E + 0.059pH + E(RHE) Ag AgCl
o

Ag AgCl,

where, EoAg/AgCl = 0.1976 V at 25 °C and EAg/AgCl is working potential.
The ORR experiments were carried out using LSV from 1.148 V to

0.148 V using RDE in an O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous electrolyte at
a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. The glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was
polished successively with 1.0, 0.3 and 0.05 μm alumina slurry
followed by thorough sonication in distilled water, absolute ethanol
and finally in distilled water for 3 min and used for further electro-
chemical studies. The working electrode was prepared as follows: 5 mg
of the prepared catalyst was dispersed in 1.0 mL water/ethanol (3:1 v/
v) solution containing 10 μL Nafion (5 wt%), and the above dispersion
was sonicated for 30 min to form a homogeneous catalyst ink. A
calculated amount of this ink was then drop cast onto the GCE with
the loading controlled at 0.28 mg cm−2. For comparison, the experi-
ments were also carried out employing the same quantity of RGO,
ZnWO4, Fe3O4, RGO/ZnWO4, RGO/Fe3O4 and 20 wt% Pt/C catalyst
being loaded on GCE following the same procedure.

The electron transfer number (n) in the ORR is calculated by
Koutecky-Levich (K-L) equation, as below:

j j B ω
1 = 1 + 1

k

The parameter B is defined as, B = 0.62n FCo(Do)2/3υ−1/6 and
jk = nFkCo, where j is the current density, jk is the kinetic current
density, B is the Levich slope, ω is the electrode rotation speed, n is the
number of electrons involved in ORR process per O2 molecule, Co is the
saturation concentration of oxygen in electrolyte
(1.2 × 10−6 mol L−1), Do is the diffusion coefficient
(1.9 × 10−5 cm2 s−1), F is the Faraday constant (96,495 C mol−1), υ
is the kinematic viscosity of solution (1.0 × 10−2 cm2 s−1), k is
electron transfer rate constant and ω is the rotation rate in rpm.

The percentage of hydrogen peroxide and the electron transfer
number can be determined by the following equations:

% − H O = 200 × I N
I + I N2 2

r

d r

n = 4 × I
I + I N

d

d r

where Id is the disk current, IrIr is the ring current and N is the current
collection efficiency of the Pt ring (0.37) [23]. The Pt-ring electrode
was polarized at 0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl for the oxidation of hydrogen
peroxide intermediates.

Rotating ring-disc electrode (RRDE) voltammetry was carried out by
drop casting the sample on a GC-disc Pt ring electrode. The geometrical
surface area of the GCE was used to calculate the current density.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology studies

The structure and morphological features of the synthesized RGO/
ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposite material were investigated by micro-
scopic techniques. Fig. 1a shows the TEM image of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

nanocomposite material in which two dimensional crumpled sheet like
RGO morphology decorated with rod shaped ZnWO4 (20 nm–40 nm)
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and spherical Fe3O4 (10 nm–20 nm) nanoparticles are seen. The
magnified image of the same is shown in Fig. 1b. Fig. 1c shows the
HRTEM image of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 where the clear interface
between ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the surface of the RGO
sheet can be observed. The selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
(inset of Fig. 1c) confirms that the ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 nanoparticles on
RGO sheets are polycrystalline in nature.

3.2. XRD studies

Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of the as-prepared RGO, ZnWO4,
Fe3O4 and RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4. The diffraction peak at 22.6° and 42.6°
are indexed to the (002) and (100) planes of RGO sheets. The typical
diffraction peaks at 18.7°, 23.6°, 24.3°, 30.4° and 36.3° were ascribed to
the (100), (011), (110), (111) and (‐111) crystal planes of ZnWO4, well

matched with JCPDS data [File no. 15-0774]. The diffraction peaks at
30.3°, 35.6°, 43.4°, 53.7°, 57.3° and 62.9° can be indexed to the (220),
(311), (400), (422), (511) and (440) planes of Fe3O4 crystal and are in
good agreement with JCPDS data [File no. 19-0629]. In ternary
composites of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4, no carbon diffraction peak for
RGO was detected in the XRD patterns, which may be due to the small
amount of RGO in the composite samples [22]. However, the existence
of RGO in the composites was confirmed by TEM, Raman and XPS
analysis (given in later section).

3.3. XPS studies

XPS spectra of the samples were measured to get further informa-
tion on the chemical states of ions in the composites formed (Fig. 3).
Binding energy was calibrated by taking the C 1s peak (284.8 eV) as a
reference. Fig. 3a shows the general survey spectra of the as-prepared
RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 composite which displays that the surfaces contain
C, Zn, W and Fe. Fig. 3b shows the C 1s spectra region, which could be
deconvoluted into four peaks with binding energies of 284.8 eV,
286.6 eV, 288.1 eV and 290.1 eV. These peaks are assigned to the
bonds, CeC/C]C in the aromatic ring of sp2, CeO, C]O and OeC]O
in the oxygenated functional groups respectively. These results indicate
that GO has been well deoxygenated to form graphene sheets [24].
Fig. 3c shows the O 1s spectra region, which could be deconvoluted into
three peaks of values, 529.9 eV, 531.6 eV and 533 eV corresponding to
FeeO, WeOeW and OeH bonds of the surface adsorbed water
respectively [22]. Fig. 3d shows the Zn 2p region, consisting of two
peaks at 1019.1 eV and 1041.9 eV, which are assigned to the Zn 2p3/2
and Zn 2p1/2 state, respectively [22]. Fig. 4e shows the W 4f region,
with two peaks at 36.8 eV and 38.8 eV being assigned to W 4f7/2 and W
4f5/2, respectively. These results match with those reported previously
[21,22]. Fig. 4f shows binding energies of Fe 2p region. Two photo-
electron peaks at 709.2 eV and 723.5 eV correspond to Fe 2p3/2 and Fe
2p1/2 states respectively [25]. Overall the results confirm that the
component particles, ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 are well incorporated into the
RGO matrix.

Fig. 1. Microscopy images of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposite (a) low magnification TEM, (b) high magnification TEM and (c) HRTEM (inset SAED).

Fig. 2. XRD spectra of synthesized RGO, ZnWO4, Fe3O4 and RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

nanocomposite.
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3.4. Raman studies

The obtained Raman spectra of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 composite
samples are shown in Fig. 4. Four peaks around 210 cm−1,
273 cm−1, 303 cm−1 and 625 cm−1 correspond to the characteristic
Raman mode of the magnetite phase of Fe3O4. Six peaks around
161 cm−1, 188 cm−1, 331 cm−1, 376 cm−1, 797 cm−1 and
910 cm−1 correspond to the characteristic Raman mode of the mono-
clinic phase of ZnWO4. Two peaks around 1347.7 cm−1 and
1601.1 cm−1 correspond to the plane vibrations of sp3 defects in
carbon (D band) and sp2 bonds of carbons (G band) of RGO sheets
[26]. D to G band peak intensity ratio, ID/IG, is generally used to

confirm the degree of defects of the carbon nanomaterial. The
calculated intensity ratio of RGO and RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 (ID/
IG = 1.10 and 1.03, respectively) is higher than that of GO (ID/
IG = 0.98), indicating the introduction of defects, the removal of
oxygenated functional groups during the reduction of GO into RGO
sheets. The lower ID/IG of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 than that of RGO may be
due to the presence of ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the RGO
sheets. Also, the broad D band and G band with weak intensity can be
ascribed to the coverage of ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 nanoparticles on the RGO
sheets. Above mentioned results confirm that the ZnWO4, Fe3O4 have
been successfully anchored to the RGO sheets and match well with the
previous reports [21,22].

3.5. Electrocatalytic activity towards ORR

The LSV method was employed to study the electrochemical activity
of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst material towards ORR. The LSVs were
first measured in N2 and then in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous
electrolyte at a scan rate of 10 mV s−1. As shown in Fig. 5a, under N2

atmosphere, no anodic or cathodic peaks were observed, only a straight
line of the cathodic current for RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposite
modified electrode is observed. However, after O2 is introduced, a
profound cathodic current voltammetric curve is observed with an
onset potential of 0.965 V vs RHE and the same for 20 wt% Pt/C
commercial catalyst is also shown in Fig. 5b for the sake of comparison.

To evaluate the electrocatalytic activity of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

catalyst further, RDE measurements of different samples are compared.
Fig. 5c shows the polarization curves for RGO, ZnWO4, Fe3O4, RGO/
ZnWO4, RGO/Fe3O4, RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 and 20 wt% Pt/C materials at
a scan rate of 10 mV s−1 with a rotation rate of 1600 rpm. From Fig. 5c,
it is clearly seen that the sample (RGO) prepared without any transition
metal showed the lowest ORR activity in terms of current density and

Fig. 3. XPS spectra of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposites (a) survey, (b) C 1s, (c) O 1 s, (d) Zn 2p, (e) W 4f and (e) Fe 2p.

Fig. 4. Raman spectra of GO, RGO and RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposites.
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onset potential. Transition metal oxides Fe3O4 and ZnWO4 alone also
exhibited meagre electrochemical activity towards ORR in terms of
onset potential. However, after compositing with RGO and Fe3O4, the
ORR onset potential for the catalyst material shifts positively for about
20 mV with an enhanced current density. The voltammetric current
density for ORR on RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 (8.9 mA cm−2) is two times
more than that of ZnWO4 (4.5 mA cm−2). The onset potentials follow
the trend: 20 wt% Pt/C > RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 > RGO/
ZnWO4 > RGO/Fe3O4 > RGO > ZnWO4 > Fe3O4. The lowest on-
set potential for ORR at RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 is measured to be 0.965 V
which is more positive than RGO, ZnWO4, Fe3O4, RGO/ZnWO4 and
RGO/Fe3O4. In addition to this RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 material has also
showed higher current density than other synthesized materials as
reported in the literature [27].

The fact that the performance of ternary nanocomposite is much
better than the individual binary components namely, the RGO/ZnWO4

and RGO/Fe3O4 very clearly suggests that the combination is producing
the observed high performance of the nanocomposite catalyst through a
synergistic mechanism. This may be due to the availability of an
effective surface area with activated adsorption sites provided by the
combination of ZnWO4 and Fe3O4 for the reduction reaction. The
process is further facilitated by the high conductivity matrix of RGO.
The results also establish the importance of the synergistic effects in the
development of novel high-performance catalyst materials as is evident
from the enhanced electrocatalytic performance of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

nanocomposite towards ORR imparted by the doping of trace amount of
Fe3O4 into the RGO-ZnWO4 matrix.

To further understand the ORR mechanism, kinetic parameters of
RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst were measured. Fig. 5d shows the LSV
curves of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 samples recorded in O2 saturated 0.1 M

KOH electrolyte at different rotation rates (100, 400, 900 and
1600 rpm). It is observed that the current density increased with
rotation rate. For comparison, other synthesized materials are also
examined under the same conditions (Fig. 6). The polarization curves
and the corresponding Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot in the potential range
from 0.2 V to 0.7 V is shown in Fig. 5e. According to K-L plot, j−1 vs
ω−1/2 should give parallel straight lines at different applied potentials
[28]. The K-L plots (Fig. 5e) of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst are linear
and show relatively consistent slope within this potential range
suggesting first order reaction kinetics with respect to the concentration
of dissolved O2 in the solution. Further, the plots do not pass through
the origin, demonstrating that the mixed kinetic-diffusion-controlled
mechanism is in operation for the process [29]. For comparison, the
other materials are examined under the same conditions (Fig. 7). There
are two characteristic pathways for the reduction of molecular O2 under
basic condition: (a) reduction of O2 to OH− (via 4e− process) and (b)
reduction of O2 to HO2

−HO2
− (via 2e− process) followed by further

reduction of HO2
− to OH– or by desorption of HO2

− into solution [17].
The calculated electron transfer numbers for RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 at
different potentials are near to 3.8 which suggest that the composite
material favors a greater selectivity via 4e− pathway towards ORR.
Thus, the probable ORR mechanism is given as follows:

O + 2H O + 4e → 4OH2 2
− −

As can be seen from the literature, many attempts have been made
to develop alternative catalysts, to replace or to reduce the Pt content in
catalysts for ORR. To the best of our knowledge, the performances of
these alternative catalysts for ORR are still unsatisfactory and rarely
exceed the performance of Pt/C. Although the heteroatom-doped
graphene, graphene composites, graphene with metal oxide composites

Fig. 5. LSV curves for (a) RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4, (b) Pt/C catalysts, (c) various electrocatalysts on RDE O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous solution at 1600 rpm, (d) RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 on
RDE O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous solution at various rotation rates; (e) K-L plots at different potentials of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4.
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and transition metal atom doped graphene materials have been proved
to have excellent capacity for ORR, our results are comparable and
rather better than these materials [30–34] and remarkably higher than
previously reported graphene based materials. Thus, this RGO/ZnWO4/
Fe3O4 catalyst could be an ideal candidate as an alternative to Pt
catalysts, offering a new perspective for a less expensive cathode
without compromising the performance.

To elucidate the ORR kinetics of the RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 sample
further, RRDE measurements are conducted at a rotation speed of
1600 rpm in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH. In this technique, the yield of
H2O2 is exactly determined from the ring and disk currents through the
ORR [23]. The LSV obtained from this test is shown in Fig. 8.

The detected hydrogen peroxide yield for RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

nanocomposites was 1.8%, which is close to that of commercial Pt/C
(2.5–6.1%) implying that the primary product is OH– in the ORR
process. Hence from this observation, it is evident that the ORR process
on the present catalyst proceeds preferentially via a 4e− pathway.
Furthermore, the kinetic current is readily quantified from the ORR
polarization curves by using the K-L equation, from which the mass
activities are calculated by normalizing the kinetic current [35]. This
mass activity is regarded as the essential feature for comparing the
catalytic activity of different catalysts, because it is associated with the
intrinsic activity of the catalyst. Accordingly, comparison of the mass
activity between series of synthesized materials and commercial Pt/C at
0.6 V is given in Fig. 9. The result shows that RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

exhibited a slightly better ORR performance compared to commercial
Pt/C.

To estimate the properties of a novel electrocatalyst towards ORR,
the methanol tolerance to crossover effect also needs to be considered
[14]. As shown in Fig. 10a, LSV curves of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 were
examined for ORR in the absence and in the presence of high

concentration of methanol (2 M) in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte
solution. The LSV response of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 essentially demon-
strates a negligible change in its activity after the addition of methanol,
which signposts that the RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 has an extraordinary
tolerance to crossover effect against methanol. It is fascinating to note
that the presence of methanol does not evidently alter the electro-
catalytic performance of the nanocomposite towards ORR. In contrast,
there is a clear decrease in the ORR performance of commercial 20 wt%
Pt/C, because of the competitive reaction between ORR and methanol
oxidation (inset of Fig. 10a). Thus, the result suggests that RGO/
ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst has much better resistance towards methanol
crossover effect and hints at the usefulness of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

nanocomposite as a methanol tolerant ORR catalyst in alkaline fuel cell
configuration that provides an economical advantage over the state-of-
the-art conventional 20 wt% Pt/C materials.

Another primary concern is the stability of catalysts. The stability
test of LSV curves recorded for RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 in O2 saturated
0.1 M KOH electrolyte before and after 2000 cycles between 1.148 V to
0.148 V at 1600 rpm is shown in Fig. 10b. The polarization curve shows
about 5 mV negative shift in the onset potential after 2000 cycles,
indicating the high stability of the RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst.
Whereas, in the case of 20 wt% Pt/C (inset of Fig. 10b) the onset
potential is shifted to around 40 mV after 2000 cycles. This evidence
clearly shows that the RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 is more stable than 20 wt%
Pt/C, for fuel cell applications. Further, we have also carried out TEM
and EDX analysis of RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst after the reduction
experiment. As can be observed from the images, there are no obvious
changes in the morphology or the chemical composition (Fig. 11).
Based on these observations, the present RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 catalyst is
expected to offer an intense activity towards ORR.

Fig. 6. LSV obtained for various electrocatalysts on RDE electrode O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous solution at various rotation rates with scan rate of 10 mV s−1.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a scalable, facile, template-free and rapid technique
for the synthesis of electrocatalysts using microwave irradiation
method is developed. The catalysts are characterized by XRD, XPS,

TEM, HRTEM and Raman measurements. The RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4

material has an outstanding electrocatalytic activity for the ORR in
alkaline solution. It is seen that compared to RGO, ZnWO4, RGO/Fe3O4,
RGO/ZnWO4 and commercial 20 wt% Pt/C catalyst, the RGO/ZnWO4/
Fe3O4 nanocomposite shows higher electrocatalytic activity. The RDE
and RRDE experiments revealed that mechanism of ORR on this
nanocomposite follows a four-electron pathway. In addition to high
ORR activity, the RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 nanocomposite catalyst also has
high stability, recyclability and excellent tolerance towards methanol.
Hence RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 composite is expected to be a promising,
low-cost, highly active material in fuel cell manufacturing.

Fig. 7. K-L plots obtained for various electrocatalysts at different potentials.

Fig. 8. LSV of RRDE test on RGO/ZnWO4/Fe3O4 in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH aqueous
solution at 1600 rpm with a scan rate of 10 mV s−1.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the mass activities for different catalyst materials measured at
0.6 V vs RHE. All the measurements were performed in O2 saturated 0.1 M KOH at a
rotation rate of 1600 rpm and scan rate of 10 mV s−1.
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